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GARFIELD EUGENE 1977 Essays of an Information Scientist. Philadelphia (IS1 Press). 
1314 p. INFORMATION RETRIEVAL. HISTORIOGRAPHY. A two-volume collection of 352 
essays by the founder of the Institute for Scientific Information and the recognized 
inventor and high priest of CITATION INDEXING, originally published in Current 
Contents during the period 1962-1976 under the title "Current Comments". Also 
includes reprints of 45 other published items discussed in the essays. Includes 
cited author and subject indexes plus an extensive table of contents which lists 
the titles of all essays in chronological order of original publication. Many 
interesting ideas. (K. 0. May). #744 -. 
GELLERT W et al editors, HIRSCH K A & REICHARDT H scientific advisers 1977 The 
VNR Concise Encyclopedia of Mathematics. New York (Van Nostrand Reinhold Co.). 
'60 p. 56 plates and many illustrations in colour. A revised translation, printed 
in the GDR, of Kleine EnzyklopBdie. Mathematik. (Leipzig 1967 VEB Verlag 
Enzyklopgdie, 837 p., 72 plates, over 700 colour illustrations), with the same 
editors and advisers except for Hirsch, many rearrangements and new articles. An 
ENCYCLOPEDIA directed at the college student. A good buy at $17.50. (K. 0. May). 
#745 -. 
GONCHARUK M & VOLODARSKY A & editors 1977 Soviet Studies in the History of Science. 
(Problems of the Contemporary World No. 53). Moscow ("Social Sciences Today" 
Editorial Board, Inst. of the Iiist. of Nat. Sci. and Tech., USSR Academy of Sciences). 
259 p. Published in English, French, German, and Spanish editions. Photocopy of 
typescript. USSR. HISTORIOGRAPHY. Three sections: Theoretical problems of the 
history of science; history of special fields; some aspects of the history of science 
in the USSR. The two papers relating to mathematics are abstracted below. (K. 0. "lay) 
#74b -. 
GRIGORYAN A & FRADLIN B 1977 Interconnection between MECHANICS and mathematics. 
In #E, 147-159. General survey of the topic. (K. 0. May). #74?. 
VOLODARSKY A 1977 Mathematics in the Indus Civilisation. In #7+, 186-194. 
Concerned with the ancient INDIAN mathematics of the third millenium BC, based on 
inscriptions on clay tablets and other artifacts. Ends with the assertion that 
knowledge of this period will be much increased "following the deciphering of the 
texts in our possession." (K. 0. May). k748. 
MENDELSOHN EVERETT et al editors 1977 The Social Production of Scientific Knowledge. 
Dortrecht-Boston (D. Reidel). 301 p. (Sociology of the Sciences, A Yearbook, Vol. 
11. SOCIOLOGY OF SCIENCE. See next abstract. (K. 0. May). #749. - 
PINCH TREVOR J 1977 What does a proof do if it does not prove? A study of the 
social conditions and metaphysical divisions leadine to DAVIU BOHM and JOHN VON 
NEUMANN failing to communicate in QUANTUM PHYSICS. -In #z, 171-215. SOCIOLOGY OF 
SCIENCE. (K. 0. May). k7.50. 
REICHARDT H 1976 Gauss und die nicht-euklidische Geometric. Leipzig (B. G. 
Teubner). 116 p. BOLYAI 3. LOBACHEVSKII N I. RIEMANN B. Extensive quotations 
from published letters by GAUSS and ample mathematical explanation are given in this 
history of NON-EUCLIDEAN GEOMETRY with emphasis on Gauss's contribution. (A. C. Lewis) 
#751. 
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BURKS A W 1977 Chance, Cause, Reason: An inquiry into the nature of scientific 
evidence. Chicago/London (U of Chicago Press). 694 p. This work in the PHILOSOPtN 
OF SCIENCE concerns "the nature of scientific evidence and related concepts: 
PROBABILITY, causality, and INDUCTIVE REASONING." Probably will be received as a 
major work in its field but has only a few slight historical references. 
(A. C. Lewis). #752 -. 
SUPPE FREDERICK editor 1977 The STRUCTURE of Scientific Theories. Second edition. 
Urbana (University of Illinois). 818 p. REFERENCE BOOK. Abstract of first 
edition, 1974, in HM 3, 503. This edition, also in paperback ($lO), is substantially 
updated by an Afterword (113 p) by Suppe showing how "the post-positivistic 
confusion and disarray within PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE at the time of the symposium" 
(1969) is being resolved. The BIBLIOGRAPHY is expanded to 36 p. (A. C. Lewis). 
#753 -. 
GRATTAN-GUINNESS I 1977 Dear Russell--Dear Jourdain: A commentary on Russell's 
logic, based on his correspondence with Philip Jourdain. London (Duckworth). 234 p. 
JOURDAIN PHILIP E B. RUSSELL B. LOGIC. CANTOR G F L P. WHITEHEAD A N. PARADOXES. 
FOUNDATIONS. WITTGENSTEIN L. AXIOM OF CHOICE. FREGE F L G. The correspondence 
dates from 1902 to 1919. Included are unusual photographic PORTRAITS of the 
principal figures. (A. C. Lewis). #754 -* 
LAM LAY YONG 1977 A critical.study of the YANG HUI SUAN FA, a thirteenth-century 
Chinese mathematical treatise. Singapore (Singapore Univ. Press). 360 p. YANG HUI. 
XIII. CHINESE MATHEMATICS. An English translation of, and commentary (of approxi- 
mately equal length) on, "Yang Hui's Methods of Computation," one of the earliest 
extant sources on practical mathematics in China. Among the topics are: magic 
squares, magic circles, solutions of various forms of quadratic equations, variational 
methods of multiplication and division, solution of pairs of simultaneous linear 
equations in two and three unknowns, extraction of non-integral roots, and musical 
calculations (an effort "to find a common meeting ground for mathematics, music, and 
philosophy"). (A. C. Lewis). #755 -- 
PALTER R 1971 Johannes Kepler, 1571-1630: an exhibit of books, manuscripts, and 
related materials. Austin (Humanities Research Center, Univ. of Texas). 52 p. 
$2.50. KEPLER J. An annotated, illustrated catalogue of 153 items relating to 
Kepler's work in mathematics, astronomy, chronology, the occult, optics, and theology, 
drawn from the history of science collection at Texas. (A. C. Lewis). #756 -- 
KUYK W 1977 Complementarity in Mathematics: A First Introduction to the Foundations 
of Mathematics and Its History. (D. Reidel Pub. Co.). 186 p. (Mathematics and Its 
Applications, Vol. 1). An introductory textbook "uniting the philosophical, histori- 
cal, as well as purely mathematical points of view". Chapter Two (62 p.) gives an 
account of the history of the FOUNDATIONS OF MATHEMATICS from Thales to the present. 
In Chapter 3 the author presents his "complementarity principle" for mathematics. 
(A.'C. Lewis). #757 -. 
HOFMANN J E 1977 Register au Gottfried Wilhelm LEIBNIZ, Mathematische Schrifterr 
und Der Briefwechsel mit Mathematikern (herausgegeben van C. I. Gerhardt). Hildesheim, 
New York (Georg Olms). 312 p. REFERENCE: INDEX. This is a name index to C. I. 
Gerhardt's editions of Leibniz' mathematical writings (7 vols., published 1849-1863) 
and mathematical correspondence (1899). In addition, under author's names the full 
title and date of cited books are given and a separate index to cited journals is 
included. Since there are about 3,000 persons represented, with dates, this makes 
a useful reference for the history of mathematics in Leibniz' time. (A. C. Lewis). 
#758. 
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VAN HEIJENOORT J 1976 El Desarrollo de la Teoria de la Cuantificacion. Universidad 
National Autonoma de Mexico, Instituto de Investigaciones Filosoficas, Cuaderno 32. 
56 p. LOGIC. FOUNDATIONS. HERBRAND J. GENTZEN G. The development of quantifica- 
tion theory. 6 p. bibliography. (A. C. Lewis). 4759 -. 
WALLIS P & R 1977 NEWTON and Newtoniana, 1672-1975. A EIBLIOGRAPHY. Project for 
Historical Bio-bibliography, University of Newcastle upon Tyne. London (Dawson). 
362 p. This is an expansion of Gray's Bibliography (2d rev. ed. 1907) and uses the 
same classification system. Containing over 4,000 items (compared with Gray's 412) 
it is not restricted to the English language, includes complete bibliographic 
information, such as variant printings and locations for books, indexes to names and 
to the printing trade (people and places). (A. C. Lewis). #760. - 
HOE JOHN (Jock) 1977 Les systSmes d'Bquations polyn8mes dans le siyuan yujian (1303), 
MBmoires de l'institut des hautes etudes Chinoises, Vol. VI. Paris, Collbge de France. 
338 p. "The Jade Mirror of the Four Unknowns" by Zhu Shi Jib, published in 1303, 
the major text of indigenous CHINESE MATHEMATICS, is devoted to the CONSTRUCTION AND 
SOLUTION OF SYSTEMS OF POLYNOMIAL EQUATIONS. After an historical introduction, and 
a very thorough discussion of the problems of translating CHINESE MATHEMATICAL 
NOTATION, four mathematical problems are translated completely, followed by a detailed 
analysis of Zhc's book. The editor announces that the second half of Hoe's work 
will be published if this first half arouses sufficient interest--that second half 
contains ZhG's Chinese text, Hoe's transcription of its 284 problems into "tele- 
graphic French", and his further transcription into modern algebraic notation. 
(G. J. Tee). 4761. -. 
ZEEMAN E C 1977 CATASTROPHE THEORY: selected papers 1972-1977. (Addison-Wesley). 
674 p. Besides providing source material for the history of catastrophe theory, 
this collection contains hints of the relevance of the theory to HISTORIOGRAPHY 
(see especially the quotation on the calculus from Tolstoy's War and Peace on p. 320). 
The most historical paper is abstracted in 4' 763. (A. C. Lewis). '1762. - 
ZEEMAN E C 1974 Research ancient and modern. BUl. Inst. Mathematics and its 
Applications 10, 272-281. Also in #762. A lightly-written "rescue" of the theory -_ of ratios of EUDOXUS from the presentation by EUCLID and a reconstruction of it by 
modern abstract algebraic means. The modern part is devoted to remarks and general 
hypotheses on teaching and research in mathematics. (A. C. Lewis). #763. 
SEAL H L 1977 MULTIPLE DECREMENTS or COMPETING RISKS. (Studies in the History of 
Probability and Statistics XXXV). Biometrika 64, 429-439. ACTUARIAL MATHEMATICS. 
A review of actuarial and statistical contributions to the theory of competing risk 
or multiple decrements, beginning with DANIEL BERNOULLI's treatment of smallpox 
deaths and continuing to the present. (W. Drane). U764. 
MACKENZIE D A 1977 ARTHUR BLACK: A forgotten pioneer of mathematical STATISTICS. 
(Studies in the History of Probability and Statistics XXXVI). Biometrika 64, 613- 
616. CHI-SQUARE DISTRIBUTION. POISSON DISTRIBUTION. BIOMETRY. Black's works 
never left his notebooks due to an early death--save for one, posthumously. He 
anticipated some of Karl Pearson's use of statistics in the theory of evolution. 
(W. Drane). #765. 
FULLER A T 1977 Edward John ROUTH. Int. J. Control 26, 169-173. This paper, 
preceded by a two-page Editorial on the importance of Routh, introduces a collection 
of papers relating to STABILITY or CONTROL THEORY, a subject which Routh's Essay of 
1877 helped to found. Included is an account of his life (1831-1907) and 1Gf his 
publications. (A. C. Lewis). #766. 
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GYE R & LEWIS T 1976 Lanchester's equations: mathematics and the art of war. 
A historical survey and some new results. The Mathematical Scientist 1, 107-119. 
The deterministic approach to CONFLICT THEORY used by F. W. LANCHESTER (1868-1946) 
is illustrated and new probabilistic results given. A brief account of Lanehester's 
life is included. (A. C. Lewis). #767. 
FULLER A T 1976 The early development of CONTROL THEORY. J. of Dynamic Systems, 
Measurement, and Control 98, Part 1:109-118, Part 11:224-235. HUYGENS C. HOOKE R. 
AIRY G B. MAXWELL J C. The key theoretical contributions leading from the 17th 
century to Maxwell's work in the late 19th century are described and analyzed with 
new connections and interpretations. Over 100 bibliographical references to 
original works and other histories of this topic are given. (A. C. Lewis). #768. 
GRATTAN-GUINNESS I 1977 The history of mathematics and mathematical education. 
Australian Math. Teacher 33, 117-127, 164-169. EDUCATION: USING HISTORY IN TEACHING 
MATHEMATICS. A lecture course in the history of mathematics for teachers is 
described in detail along with thoughts on foundations, "new" mathematics, and 
"whatever happened to geometry?" (A. C. Lewis). #769. 
CAMPBELL W L 1977 An application from the history of mathematics. Mathematics 
Teacher 70, 538-540. A classroom teaching activity based on FERMAT's use of infinite 
series to find area under curves. (J. K. Bidwell). #770. 
PIERCE R C JR 1977 Sixteenth-century Astronomers had PROSTHAPHAERESIS. Mathematics 
Teacher 70, 613-614. Brief explanation of use of trigonometric identities to compute 
products before logarithms were invented. (J. K. Bidwell). #771. 
WAGNER DONALD B 1975 Proof in ancient CHINESE MATHEMATICS: LIU HUI on the volumes 
of rectilinear solids. Candidatus magister dissertation, Univ. of Copenhagen. 
Isis 102, 1038. (A. C. Lewis). #772. 
ABRAHAM D D 1977 The Progress of mathematics in N. S. W. state high schools in the 
late 19th century. Australian Math. Teacher 33, 128-136, 155-158. EDUCATION: 
ELEMENTARY. AUSTRALIA. The main source used are the "all-powerful" University 
Public Examinations. The influence of HERBART in the early 20th century is cited as 
bringing about a transition. (A. C. Lewis). #773. 
THIEL CHRISTIAN 1977 Leopold LOwenheim: life, work, and early influence. In: R. 
Gandy, M. Hyland, editors, Logic Colloquium 76 (North-Holland), 235-252. LijWENHEIM 
LEOPOLD. Includes an analysis of Lllwenheim's principle publications in LOGIC and 
FOUNDATIONS OF MATHEMATICS from 1908 to 1946 and a list of 45 writings by him. 
(A. C. Lewis). #774. 
DRAKE S & COXETER H S M & JONES C V & TROPP H S G SCRIBA C J & SINCLAIR B & MAHONEY 
M S & STRUIK D J 1978 A memorial tribute to KENNETH 0. MAY (1915-1977). HM 5, 3- 
12. Portrait. (A. C. Lewis). #775. 
GRAY J J & TILLING L 1978 JOHANN HEINRICH LAMBERT, mathematician and scientist, 
1728-1777. HM 5, 13-41. (A. C. Lewis). #776. 
KNORR W R 1978 ARCHIMEDES and the spirals: the heuristic background. HM 5, 43- 
75. PAPPUS. (A. C. Lewis). #777. 
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CAMPBELL P J 1978 The origin of "ZORN'S LEMMA." HM 5, 77-89. HAUSDORFF F. 
KURATOWSKI C. (A. C. Lewis). P778. 
EISELE C 1978 A comment on C. V. Jones' review of The New Elements. ml 5, 91-92. 
PEIRCE C S. (A. C. Lewis). n779. 
GLUSHKOV S 1978 An acknowledgement. ml 5, 92. Addendum to d360. (A. C. Lewis). 
#780. 
KENNEDY H 1978 Correction. HM 5, 92. Erratum in #554. (A. C. Lewis). R781. 
TEE G J 1977 Sof'ya Vasil'yevna Kovalevskaya, Mathematical Chronicle S(3), 113-139, 
plus 7 photographs. The pioneer WOMAN MATHEMATICIAN Sof'ya Vasil'yevna Kovalevskaya 
was born in Moscow in 1850, and became Professor of Mathematics and of Mechanics at 
the University of Stockholm, where she died in 1891. She proved a fundamental 
theorem on the existence and uniqueness of solutions to differential equations, and 
advanced greatly the theory of the motion of a rigid body around a point. (G. J. Tee 
#78?. 
ALBIS GONZALEZ VICTOR & ARMELLA LUIS MORENO 1976 Boletin de Matematicas 10, 78-85. 
Una hypotesis equivalente al postulado Euclideo de las paralelas. Describes the 
erroneous efforts of GARAVITO J in 1916 to disprove formulas of trigonometry in the 
hyperbolic plane relying on the proposition equivalent to Euclid's PARALLEL 
POSTULATE. NON-EUCLIDEAN GEOMETRY. (K. 0. May). #783. 
VAN DE VYVER OMER 1977 Lettres de J.-Ch. della Faille S.I., cosmographe due roi 2 
Madrid, a M.-F. Van Langren, cosmographe du roi 2 Bruxelles, 1634-1645. Archiveum 
Historicurn Societatis Iesu 46, 73-183. (Reprinted separately as Communications from 
the Seminar in the History of Science at the Univ. of Louivain No. 10). LETTERS in 
Dutch and Spanish from FAILLE J-C DELLA to VAN LANGREN M-F. GEOGRAPHY. ASTRONOMY. 
ENGINEERINGS. (K. 0. May). #784. 
BROWUER FELIX E 1976 The Relevance of Mathematics. American Math. Monthly 83, 
249-254. PHILOSOPHY OF MATHEMATICS. Thoughtful and incisive essay based on the 
author's earlier talk: "Is mathematics relevant, and if so, to what?" Includes the 
author's identification of four fundamentally different usages of the term MATHEMA- 
TICS. (H. S. Tropp). #785. 
KOLATA GINA BAR1 1977 Mathematician Paul ErdSs: Total Devotion to the Subject. 
Science 196, 144-145. Entertaining anecdotal encomium to the free-wheeling total 
mathematical absorption of the renowned Paul ERDOS P. ANECDOTES. PORTRAIT. 
(H. S. Tropp). #786. 
ROBINSON G DE 6 1976 Ralph L. Jeffery 1889-1975. Proceedings of the Royal Society 
of Canada 14 (ser. 4), 67-70. Biography of JEFFERY R L. CANADA. PORTRAIT. 
(H. S. Tropp). 6787. 
BOLZAN J 1972 Un antiguo antecedente de1 calculo de probabilidades [An ANCIENT 
precursor of probability theory]. Scientia 107, 873-878 (including English trans.). 
GREEK MATHEMATICS. THUCYDIDES's account of the use of PROBABILITY in the 
Peloponnesian War. If the interpretation is correct, we must add a nice morsel to 
the history of applied mathematics. (I. Grattan-Guinness). #788. 
